In the protein kinase family, the basic function of kinase domain is similar among members. According to the standard view of functional constraint, the molecular evolutionary rate depends on functional and structural features characteristic of individual molecules (local constraint). Thus the evolutionary rate of the kinase domain is expected to be similar for different members. Contrary to this expectation, a comparison of the evolutionary rates revealed a wide difference among members; it amounts to about 100 times difference between the maximum and minimum rates. A similar result was also found in members of the immunoglobulin (Ig) family. In addition, significant correlations in evolutionary rate were observed between the kinase domain and the Ig-like domain in the receptor protein tyrosine kinases and between the kinase domain and the SH domain in the nonreceptor-type kinases. Furthermore, the evolutionary rates of family members that are expressed tissue specifically differ widely, depending on their tissue distribution: members expressed in the brain evolve with significantly slower rates than those expressed in the immune system. These results strongly suggest the presence of an alternative constraint (global constraint) against changes on molecules derived from higher levels like tissues or organs.
Introduction
It is widely accepted that the majority of evolutionary changes at the molecular level are caused by a random drift of selectively neutral mutants, whereas evolution of most visible phenotypic characters is explained by natural selection (Kimura 1983) . The unified understanding of evolution at the two levels is a crucial problem that remains to be solved. As a first step toward understanding the problem, several lines of evidence indicating a link between evolution at the two levels should be accumulated. Molecular evolutionary analyses of supergene families may be advantageous: members of supergene families are often expressed tissue specifically, which would provide a clue as to whether a relationship exists between molecular evolution and tissue evolution.
interacting directly with other molecules, and those critical for maintaining protein tertiary structures (Dickerson 197 1). According to this view, the evolutionary rate of a molecule depends largely on the structural and functional features characteristic of an individual molecule. Thus evolutionary rates are expected to be similar among molecules with similar structure and function.
Evidence suggests the presence of an alternative constraint derived from higher levels: cells and tissues consist of many molecules, interacting directly or indirectly with each other. Functional alternations of molecules would influence more or less the functions of higher levels like cells or tissues, where the molecules are involved. It is therefore expected that a kind of constraint exists against mutational changes of these molecules from higher levels, the degree of which differs depending on the relative importance of the molecules on the function of cells or tissues. In fact, a partial lack of tissue or organic function reduces the constraints on molecules from higher levels, as demonstrated by the elevated rate of lens crystallin in the blind mole rat (Hendriks et al. 1987 ). We will call this type of constraint a global constraint to distinguish it from the former type (local constraint), which is determined by functional and structural features characteristic of an individual molecule.
To know the relative importance of the global constraint, the evolutionary rates of kinase domains and respectively. An asterisk indicates a comparison between human and rat (other genes were compared between human and mouse). CSFIR, colony stimulating factor-l receptor; PDGFR, platelet-derived growth factor receptor; trk, nerve growth factor receptor; GFR, growth factor receptor-related gene; bFGFR, basic fibroblast growth factor receptor. All the sequence data were taken from GenBank database release 73.0.
those of immunoglobulin (Ig) domains have been compared between family members. Because the basic structure and function of these domains are similar between different members, the contribution of the local constraint to the evolutionary rate is expected to be almost equivalent among the members, and thus it is possible to know the importance of the global constraint by examining whether the evolutionary rates of these domains differ between different members. We report here evidence suggesting that the global constraint derived from higher levels like tissues or organs actually exists and *O/ For each member, the kinase domain sequences were compared between human and mouse (or rat), and the kA was calculated by the method described in Material and Methods. All the sequence data were taken from GenBank database release 73.0. that the evolutionary rates of family members are strongly influenced by tissues where they are expressed specifically.
Material and Methods
Nucleotide sequence data used in the present analyses were taken from the GenBank database (release 73.0). The nucleotide sequences of protein-coding regions were compared between human and mouse data (or rat data, if no mouse data were available), and the nucleotide difference per site at the synonymous sites (Ks) and that at the nonsynonymous sites (&) were calculated by Miyata and Yasunaga's (1980) method. The number of synonymous substitutions per site (ks) and that of nonsynonymous substitutions (/?A) were obtained by correcting multiple substitutions as k = -(3/4) l [ l-(4/3)4 (Jukes and Cantor 1969) . Because the nucleotide sequences have always been compared between human and rodents, the kA (and also ks) could be considered as a relative evolutionary rate, when the kA's (and ks's) are compared between different genes or between different domains. (Small et al. 1987) Br, Ne (Arquint et al. 1987; Lai et al. 1987) Br (Reid et al. 1990 ) Br (Safran et al. 1990) NOTE.-The nucleotide sequences of the kinase domain and the Ig-related repeats were compared between human and mouse for the protein kinase family and the Ig family, respectively. An asterisk indicates that human and rat data were compared. Abbreviations:
Results

Different Evolutionary
CSFlR, colony-stimulating factor-l receptor; bFGFR, basic fibroblast growth factor receptor; PKCP, protein kinase C P-type; P-AR-K, P-adrenergic receptor kinase; PKCa, protein kinase C a-type; ICAM, intercellular adhesion molecule; CTLA4, cytotoxic the basic fibroblast growth factor receptor (bFGFR). The CSF-1 R surprisingly differs in k, from bFGFR in both domains; the former is about 80 and 15 times larger than the latter in the Ig and kinase domains, respectively. Obviously the different mutation rate is not responsible for these differences in k,, judging from the similar values of ks among the seven receptors.
At present, for 40 members of the protein kinase family, the kinase domain sequences are available for comparison between human and rodents. The kA values of these members show a wide range of distribution (fig.  1) ; mos has the largest kA value (0.124), whereas four members-protein kinase Ca, activin receptor II& B-raf; and S6 kinase-have the smallest value (i.e., kA = .O), and P-adrenergic receptor kinase has the second smallest value (0.00 1). Thus the former evolves 100 times more rapidly than the latter gene groups. No reasonable explanation may be given by the local constraint alone, because the kinase domains of different members are similar in function. The same result was also observed in the Ig family (see table 2 ).
In addition, as shown in figure 2, a significant correlation between the kA' s of the Ig-like domain and those of the kinase domain was observed among the seven receptor protein tyrosine kinases (the correlation coefficient r = 0.9 1). This result is unexpected, if only the local constraint is the major factor for determining the evolutionary rate. Rather, it indicates the presence of a global constraint operating on both domains as a set.
The same correlation was also found in the ligand molecules of these receptors, although only four different ligands were available for comparison between human and rodent (table 1). The CSF-1 has the largest kA value, whereas in bFGF the kA is smallest, as in the case of the receptors, and the former is nine times larger than the latter. In this case, however, we do not exclude a possibility that such differences have been derived partly from the local constraints, because no obvious homology exists among these ligands. Furthermore, the kA' s of the ligands seem to correlate with those of the corresponding receptors; the correlation coefficient Y is 0.79 between ligands and the Ig-like domain and Y = 0.95 between the ligands and the kinase domain.
Correlation of Evolutionary
Rates between the Kinase and SH Domains k,' s of the SH domains and the kinase domains were calculated. Remarkable differences of kA' s were observed between different genes in both the SH and kinase domains. In addition, a strong correlation (Y = 0.98) exists between the two domains ( fig. 3) . These results are completely parallel to those of the receptor genes.
Conservation of Neural and Brain-Specific Genes
In the protein kinase superfamily as well as other known superfamilies, different members often show different tissue distributions.
To know a relationship between tissue distributions of family members and their evolutionary rates, the k,' s of the kinase domains have been compared between members that are expressed in cells or tissues involved in the immune system and those expressed in the neural or brain system. Among 40 members used in the analysis of figure 1, 18 members have already been identified as immune-specific genes, and 19 members have also been identified as neural-or brain-specific genes. The result is shown in table 2, together with the ks' s for comparison. Comparison of the k,' s between family members that are expressed in the neural/brain system and members expressed in the immune system revealed that the former group is relatively smaller in value than the latter group, although the kA values differ widely among different members within each group and the distributions overlap between groups (table 2 and fig. 4a ); a member whose expression is not limited to a single tissue has also been included in the present analysis, so long as it is expressed strongly in any one of the two groups. The average kA value of the former is 0.0049, while the corresponding value of the latter is 0.028. The bootstrap analysis (Diaconis and Efron 1983) showed that the difference between the average values is statistically significant (fig. 5a) ; the bootstrap probability that the average k, value of the former is larger than that of the latter is only 10e4. The kA values of members that are expressed in other tissues seem to distribute between the above two groups (data not shown). Furthermore, brain-specific genes seem to be conserved more strongly than neural cell-specific genes. Using 17 members of the Ig family, a similar analysis was carried out for the Ig-like domains, and essentially identical results were obtained (table 2; fig. 4b ; fig. 5b ).
The tissue dependence of evolutionary rate strongly suggests the presence of global constraint from tissues or organs.
Discussion
In the present paper, we compared evolutionary rates of kinase domains between members of the protein kinase family and those of Ig domains between members of the Ig family and showed evolutionary properties characteristic of family members: a wide difference of evolutionary rates among members, a correlation of evolutionary rates between different domains in a molecule, and the tissue dependence of evolutionary rate. These evolutionary properties could not be understood by the local constraint alone, but rather they suggest the presence of a global constraint derived from higher levels like tissues or organs, because the structure and function of the kinase domain and those of the Ig domain are similar between different members. Thus the evolutionary rates are expected to be similar between members, if the global constraint is less important. These evolutionary properties would be general ones that can be observed in various gene families but not unique to the two families analyzed here. We recently have observed such properties in several gene families including the G protein and G protein-coupled receptor families and ligand-gated ion channel family (N. Iwabe, K. Kuma, and T. Miyata).
There may be several examples for homologou! genes with different rates that can be explained by the local constraint. Vertebrate nicotinic acetylcholine re ceptor is a pentameric protein c@yG of four homologou! subunits. The evolutionary rate of a subunit is half o those of three other subunits (Kubo et al. 1985) . Tht increased local constraint on the a subunit may be re. sponsible for the slow rate, judging from the stoichi ometry of this protein complex. Some crystallins are known to carry multiple functions (Wistow and Piati gorsky 1988) . In these molecules their evolutionary rate! would be reduced because of an increase of the loca; constraint, as compared with homologous proteins with a single function.
The present case, however, probably differs from the above two examples: the tissue dependence of evolutionary rate and also significant correlations in evolutionary rate between different domains ( fig. 2 and fig.  3 ) and between receptors and their ligands (table 1) are unexpected, if the evolutionary rates are determined by the local constraint alone. Rather, these results are reasonably explained by the global constraint: Different domains in a molecule or ligand-receptor complex would be constrained against mutational changes as a set by a complex biochemical network. In this respect, the slow rate of c-abl evolution is interesting (see fig. 4a ). The evolutionary rate of kinase domain of c-abl is smallest among members that are expressed in the immune system, being only one-thirtieth of that of Ztk. It is possible to explain the reduced rate of the kinase domain of cabl by the correlation effect of the global constraint: At the C-terminal end of the c-abl, an extra domain exists Functional Constraints against Variations on Molecules from the Tissue Level 129 called the DNA-binding domain that is critical for its biological function (Kipreos and Wang 1992) . It seems likely that, because of the presence of the extra domain, the kinase domain of c-abl is constrained much more strongly than those of other protein kinases by the correlation effect of global constraint, as shown in figure 2 .
The global constraint would provide a unique explanation for the slow rate of evolution of family members expressed in the brain. Recent evidence based on cDNA cloning of human cells suggests that the number of genes expressed in the brain is extremely large, as compared with other tissues (Sutcliffe 1988) , and thus a biochemical network composed by these genes is likely to be complex. The global constraint therefore would be operating much more strongly on members expressed in the brain than those expressed in other tissues. In contrast, the immune system is considered to be placed at a peripheral position in a large biological network of the whole body, because it responds to foreign substances. Thus the global constraint is weak as a whole, which thereby results in the rapid rate of evolution. A similar pattern of evolutionary rate was also found in the nicotinic acetylcholine receptor (nAChR) subfamily (N. Iwabe, K. Kuma, and T. Miyata). Members of the nAChR subfamily are localized in synapse, most of which are expressed in the brain (central nerve system), except for some of the nAChR subfamily, which are expressed in muscle (peripheral nerve system) (Galzi et al. 199 1). The brain-specific genes were shown to evolve much more slowly than muscle specific genes do.
